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BOOKS ABOUT SEASONS
*FALL, SEASONS, SPRING, SUMMER & WINTER*

FALL
NON-FICTION BOOKS
Allue, J.M. 100 Games for Fall. Details 100 fun games to do during the fall season.
(J 790.1 ALL)
Anderson, Sheila. Are You Ready For Fall? Introduces autumn and the changes in
weather and nature that occur during the season; including the leaves changing
color, the weather getting colder, and the harvesting of crops. (J PIC 508.2 AND)
Kaufmann, Brenda. Fall Math Activities: Standards-Based Skill-Builders with
Seasonal Themes. A teaching and study arithmetic book based on the season of
fall. (J 372.7 KAU)
Rustad, Martha E.H. Animals in Fall. Simple text and photographs present animals
in fall. (J PIC 578.43 RUS)
Zoehfeld, Kathleen Weidner. Fall Leaves Change Colors. A simple explanation of
how green leaves change colors, die, and then grow back again. (J 582.126 ZOE)

FALL
PICTURE BOOKS
Berger, Carin. The Little Yellow Leaf. A yellow leaf is not ready to fall from the
tree when autumn comes, but finally, after finding another leaf still on the tree,
the two let go together. (J PIC BER)
Cabrera, Jane. Ten in the Bed. In this version of the traditional song, each of the
sleepers who fall, leap, bounce, or wobble out of bed when the little one says "Move
over" represents a different. (J PIC CAB)
Emmett, Jonathan. Leaf Trouble. A young squirrel panics when the leaves on his
tree change color and fall, but he feels better when his mother tells him about
autumn. (J PIC EMM)
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Glaser, Linda. It’s Fall! A child experiences the colors and textures of fall. (J PIC
GLA)
Hawk, Fran. Count Down to Fall. Count backwards from ten to one during one of the
most colorful times of the year. Learn about the bright, colorful leaves and the
trees from which they fall. (J PIC HAW)
Kelley, Marty. Fall is Not Easy. A tree tells why, out of all four seasons, autumn is
the hardest. (J PIC KEL)
Raczka, Bob. Who Loves the Fall? Rhyming text and illustrations portray the sights
and sounds of autumn, from "rakers, leapers, and corn crop reapers" to "trickers,
treaters, and turkey eaters." (J PIC RAC)
Saunders-Smith, Gail. Animals in the Fall. Simple text and photographs present the
behavior changes of animals as winter approaches, such as growing thicker fur,
migrating, and hibernating. (J PIC SAU)
Spetter, Jung-Hee. Lily and Troopers’ Fall. A little girl and her dog have fun
playing outdoors on a blustery fall day. (J PIC SPE)
Thompson, Lauren. Mouse’s First Fall. Mouse and Minka experience the delights of
nature on a windy autumn day. (J PIC THO)

SEASONS
NON-FICTION BOOKS

Hall, Margaret. Seasons of the Year. Examines how winter brings observable
changes in weather, nature, and people. (J 508 FIN)
Kandoian, Ellen. Molly’s Seasons. Molly observes the changing seasons in Maine and
wonders what it is like in other parts of the world when the seasons change. (J 508
KAN)
Leslie, Clare Walker. Nature All Year Long. Describes the different plants, animals,
and landscapes that can be seen outdoors each month of the year. (J 508 LES)
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McKay, Sindy. About the Seasons. Explores the seasons through the changing
weather patterns and the changing activities of both children and animals. Easy
Reader. (J 508.2 MCK)
Rockwell, Anne F. Four Seasons Make A Year. Describes the passing of the seasons
through the changes in plants and animals that occur on a farm. (J 508.2 ROC)
Ross, Kathy. Crafts for All Seasons. Presents instructions for easy-to-make craft
projects with seasonal themes. (J 745.5 ROS)
Rotner, Shelley. Every Season. Presents young readers with the many different
reasons why each season could be their favorite. (J 508.2 ROT)
Smith, Ian. The Seasons. Discusses the four seasons, and the changes that occur
within each season. (J 508.2 SMI)

SEASONS
PICTURE BOOKS
Blexbolex. Seasons. Explores, through brief text and illustrations, various aspects
of each season of the year. (J PIC BLE)
Cash, Megan Montague. What Makes the Seasons? Easy rhyming text describes
how plants grow and respond to seasonal changes. (J PIC CAS)
Gibbons, Gail. The Seasons of Arnold’s Apple Tree. As the seasons pass, Arnold
enjoys a variety of activities as a result of his apple tree. Includes a recipe for
apple pie and a description of how an apple cider press works. (J PIC GIB)
Henkes, Kevin. Old Bear. When Old Bear falls asleep for the winter, he has a dream
that he is a cub again, enjoying each of the four seasons. (J PIC HEN)
Hubery, Julia. A Friend for All Seasons. Robbie the Raccoon and his friends love
Father Oak and worry that he is sick when his leaves begin to turn color and fall
off, but Robbie's mother explains what the change means and helps him plant some
acorns as a sign of hope for spring. (J PIC HUB)
London, Jonathan. Park Beat: Rhymin’ Through the Seasons. Rhyming text
describes activities and sights during the four seasons. (J PIC LON)
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Muller, Gerda. Circle of Seasons. Illustrations and simple text celebrate the joys
of each season. (J PIC MUL)
Shields, Carol Diggory. Month by Month a Year Goes Round. The months and
seasons of the year offer fun times for everyone. (J PIC SHI)
Sidman, Joyce. Red Sings from Treetops: A Year in Color. Nature displays
different colors to announce the seasons of the year. (J PIC SID)
Rose, Deborah Lee. All Seasons of the Year. Describes in rhymed text how a
mother cat's love for her kitten will last through the seasons of a lifetime. (J PIC
ROS)

SPRING
NON-FICTION BOOKS
Collinson, Clare. Spring. Learn about some of the things commonly associated with
the spring season. (J 508.2 COL)
Esbaum, Jill. Everything Spring. Presents an illustrated look at the arrival of
spring, and new plants and animals. (J 508.2 ESB)
Herriges, Ann. Spring. Simple text and supportive images introduce beginning
readers to the characteristics of the season of spring. (J 508 HER)
Jackson, Ellen. The Spring Equinox: Celebrating the Greening of the Earth. The
Spring Equinox: Celebrating the Greening of the Earth. Read about the vernal
equinox, holidays and spring festivals. (J 394.262 JAC)
Smith, Sian. Spring. Simple text and color photographs introduce the weather,
sights, and activities associated with spring. (J 508.2 SMI)
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SPRING
PICTURE BOOKS
Berger, Carin. Forever Friends. In the spring, a blue bird awakens a rabbit and
invites him to play, and they enjoy every day together until it is time for the bird
to fly south for the winter, with a promise to return again next spring. (J PIC BER)
Bridwell, Norman. Clifford’s Spring Clean-Up. Clifford helps the family spring clean
the house and project, with some surprising results (J PIC BRI)
Davis, Rebecca Fjelland. Flowers and Showers: A Spring Counting Book. Fun
illustrations and text help to count the way through spring. (J PIC DAV)
Ernst, Lisa Campbell. Wake Up, it’s Spring! Word of the arrival of spring spreads
from earth to worm to seed to lady bug and on through the natural world to a
sleeping family, until everyone is dancing in celebration. (J PIC ERN)
Gershator, Phillis. Who’s Awake in Springtime? Describes, in rhymed cumulative
text and illustrations, how various young animals and one small human prepare for
sleep at the end of a spring day. (J PIC GER)
Hillenbrand, Will. Spring is Here! Excited that spring has finally arrived, Mole
tries--unsuccessfully--to wake up Bear, but then he comes up with the perfect
plan. (J PIC HIL)
Hubbell, Patricia. Hurray For Spring! Rhyming text celebrates the joys of spring
for a young boy. (J PIC HUB)
Pitcher, Carolone. Are you Spring? After being told that she cannot leave her
winter den until spring arrives, Una the bear cub goes out early, meets various
animals, gets in trouble, and eventually finds out what spring is. (J PIC PIT)
Raczka, Bob. Spring Things. Winter melts into spring with the sights and sounds of
hopping and skipping, sowing and mowing, and blading and lemonading. (J PIC RAC)
Slegers, Liesbet. Kevin Discovers Spring. Kevin enjoys the beautiful weather
outside. (J PIC SIE)
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SUMMER
NON-FICTION BOOKS
DeGezelle, Terri. Summer. All about summer. This book answers many questions
about the summer season. (J 508 DEG)
Gerard, Valerie J. Summer: Signs of the Season Around North America. Examines
how summer brings observable changes in weather, nature, and people. Easy
Reader. (J 508 GER)
Herriges, Ann. Summer. Simple text and supportive images introduce beginning
readers to the characteristics of the season of summer. Easy Reader. (J 508 HER)
Macken, JoAnn Early. Summer. All about summer. Easy Reader. (J 508 MAC)
Schweninger, Ann. Summertime. Explores the changes that happen in nature during
the summer. (J 508 SCH)

SUMMER
PICTURE BOOKS
Crews, Nina. One Hot Summer Day. Relates a child's activities in the heat of a
summer day punctuated by a thunderstorm. (J PIC CRE)
Franco, Betsy. Summer Beat. Two friends celebrate the sounds and sights of
summer. (J PIC FRA)
Iwamura, Kazuo. Horray for Summer. Mick, Mack and Molly are caught in the midst
of one of the most mysterious and magical moments of summer: a sudden summer
thunderstorm. (J PIC IWA)
Maass, Robert. When Summer Comes. Text and photographs depict the typical
activities of summer. (J PIC MAA)
McClure, Nikki. Mama, is it Summer Yet? As spring slowly turns to summer, a little
boy builds a fort and plants a garden in impatient anticipation. (J PIC MCC)
Raczka, Bob. Summer Wonders. Illustrations and rhyming text celebrate the sights
and sounds of summer, from days of diving and swimming to nights of stargazing
and fireflies. (J PIC RAC)
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Slegers, Liesbet. Katie Discovers Summer. Katie enjoys the beautiful weather
outside. (J PIC SLE)
Teague, Mark. How I Spent My Summer Vacation. A schoolboy tells his class about
his summer vacation, during which he joined a group of cowboys and stopped a
cattle stampede. (J PIC TEA)
Wing, Natasha. The Night Before Summer Vacation. In the style of Clement
Moore's familiar Christmas poem, tells of a family's last minute preparations for
summer vacation. (J PIC WIN)
Young, Ned. Zoomer and The Summer Snowstorm. When a young dog's snow-cone
machine fills the backyard with snow, his imagination runs wild and turns a hot
summer day into a cold wintry one. (J PIC YOU)

WINTER
PICTURE BOOKS
Allen, Jonathan. When the Snow Comes. What do little yaks do when the snow
comes? (J PIC ALL)
Brett, Jan. The Mitten. Several animals sleep snugly in Nicki's lost mitten until the
bear sneezes. (J PIB BRE)
Buehner, Caralyn. Snowmen at Night. Snowmen play games at night when no one is
watching. (J PIC BUE)
Gerber, Carole. Winter Trees. A boy and his dog take a walk through a wintry
forest, using their senses of sight and touch to identify seven common trees. (J
PIC GER)
Hurst, Carol Otis. Terrible Storm. A child's two grandfathers relate their boyhood
experiences of the "terrible blizzard of 1888," during which each was stuck for
three days doing what he disliked the most. (J PIC HUR)
Hussey, Lorna. Rabbit’s Winter Walk. There's deep snow on the ground and Little
Brown Rabbit is longing for spring to come, but winter seems to go on forever. Join
Little Brown Rabbit on his journey and see how many other animals you can find
along the way! (J PIC HUS)
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Keats, Ezra Jack. The Snowy Day. The adventures of a little boy in the city on a
very snowy day. (J PIC KEA)
Meschenmoser, Sebastian. Waiting For Winter. Deer has told Squirrel how
wonderful snow is. But Squirrel gets bored with the wait. With his friend
Hedgehog they pass the time by singing and waking Bear. Soon things are falling
from the sky, but they aren't snow. But eventually they find what snow is. (J PIC
MES)
Powell, Consie. The First Day of Winter. Presents activities that children enjoy
doing in the winter as well as animals they may encounter such as otters, ravens,
and beavers. (J PIC POW)
Raczka, Bob. Snowy, Blowy Winter. Illustrations and simple rhyming text portray
winter activities, from snowman-building, sledding, and sitting by a fire to feeding
birds. (J PIC RAC)
Stojic, Manya. Snow. As snow approaches and begins to fall, Moose, Bear, Fox, and
other forest creatures prepare for winter. (J PIC STO)
Wilson, Karma. Bear Snores On. On a cold winter night many animals gather to
party in the cave of a sleeping bear, who then awakes and protests that he has
missed the food and the fun. (J PIC WIL)

Winter
NON-FICTION BOOKS
Allington, Richard L. Beginning to Learn About Winter. Simple text and illustrations
introduce the colors, shapes, sound, clothes, activities and other things associated
with the winter season. (J 508 ALL)
Baxter, Nicola. Winter. A simple discussion of the changes to the weather, plants,
and animals that happen during the season of winter. Includes activities. (J 508
BAX)
Collinson, Clare. Winter. Looks at some of the things people think about in relation
to winter, and discusses how the season affects people, animals, and the growing
cycle. (J 508.2 COL)
Finnegan, Mary Pat. Winter: Signs of the Season. Examines how winter brings
observable changes in weather, nature, and people. (J 508 FIN)
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Fowler, Allan. How Do You Know It’s Winter? A simple description of the
characteristics of winter. Easy Reader (J 508 FOW)
Smith, Sian. Winter. What do animals do in winter? Easy Reader (J 508.2 SMI)
Macken, JoAnn Early. Winter. Winter is full of snow and outdoor fun. Easy Reader (J 508
MAC)
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